3 DAYS IN ROME

YOUR ROMAN HOLIDAY
OF THE ETERNAL CITY....

Rome is the capital of Italy and the most
important and beautiful city of the country!
Layers and layers of history coupled with mind
blowing architecture and delicious food makes
Rome a destination for everyone, all year round.
However, it can be overwhelming to plan a trip
to Rome especially for a first time visitor. But
that's why I got you covered!
Enjoy this itinerary of "3 DAYS IN ROME" with
travel tips, personal recommendations and
places to eat/stay.
I gaurantee you, this will be your trip of a
lifetime!

DAY 1:
The Colosseum: Start your first day with the
Colosseum. No one can visit Rome and not see
this fascinating piece of history! Take a walk
around the amphitheater and later visit inside
with a licensed guide.
The Roman Forum: A stone's throw away from
the Colosseum is the Roman Forum- a
collection of ruins that was once the centre
stage of the politics of the Roman Empire. If
you want to understand Rome a little deeper, I
suggest you make a stop here.
Campo de' Fiori: Translated as “Field of
Flowers”, Campo de' Fiori is the place to
people watch and relax. Since you've spent
more than half the day among ruins, relax
now. Admire the orange colored alleys of
Rome, don't do too much. Eat at a cozy
restaurant.

DAY 2:
The Vatican: Start your second day early with
The Vatican. It takes almost half a day to see (or
maybe more depending on your pace), so plan
accordingly. Book your tickets in advance from
the official Vatican website
(https://biglietteriamusei.vatican.va). Take a
private tour for the best experience.
Trastevere: After the Vatican, make your way to
the picturesque neighborhood of Trastevere
and admire its street art, ivy clad homes and
buzzing Bars. Be prepared to take a million
photos for Instagram.
Testaccio: If you have energy left, head to the
neighborhood of Testaccio (very close to
Trastevere) to enjoy a coffee/drink at a tram
coverted to a coffee kiosk and then walk to
marvel at a 2000 year old thousand Pyramid in
the city!

DAY 3:
Spanish Steps: Your last day in Rome should be
a mix of fun and history. Head to the baroque
styled steps in the heart of the city and have a
coffee or gelato here. Ignore the selfie stick
sellers, they are hundreds of them here.
Trevi Fountain: Close to Spanish Steps, is the
most popular sight in Rome- La Fontana di
Trevi! Make sure to go there early morning as it
is packed with tourists from 8 in the morning to
11 in the night.
The Pantheon: After the Trevi, make your way
to see this architectural marvel! The Pantheon
is a Roman temple where the artist Raphael is
buried, It is Rome's most visited places and
stunning inside out,

WHERE TO EAT:
Terrace Bramante: Largo Febo 2
I Suppli: Via di San Francesco a Ripa 137
Da Enzo: Via dei Vascellari, 29
Trapizzino: Via Giovanni Branca 88
Cafe Roscioli: Via dei Giubbonari, 21/22
Aroma Restaurant: Via Labicana 125
Bar Farnese: Via Dei Baullari 20
Hosteria Grappolo D'Oro: Piazza della
Cancelleria, 80
Santa Lucia Ristorante: Largo Febo, 12
Gelato del Teatro: Via dei Coronari, 65

WHERE TO STAY:
The Beehive: Via Marghera, 8
Hotel Albergo del Senato: Piazza della
Rotonda, 73
Yellow Hostel: Via Palestro, 51
Hotel Eden: Via Ludovisi, 49
BONUS TIPS:
*Visit Orvieto or Tivoli for a day!
*If you are a fan of The Roman Holiday, take a
walk in Via Margutta to see the filming
locations of the movie.
*Take travel Tours with The Roman Guy, Walks
of Italy and/or Context Travel.
Happy Travels!

